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A Hero for Everyday Challenges
Bona Mega – 1K simplicity, 2K performance

Best in class for
everyday challenges
The innovative formulation of Bona Mega offers the superior
performance of a 2-component finish inside a 1-component
product. No mixing is required, which means that it can be
conveniently used straight from the bottle.
Since its launch, no competitors have been able to offer
the same technology, making it a truly unique product. It is
versatile and ideal for floors subject to medium commercial
wear and heavy domestic traffic, from hotel rooms and offices
to hospitals and theatre stages.

Worldwide bestseller
No mixing required
Spills, scratches, scuff marks
Low VOC
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Superior protection you can rely on
Easy-to-remove scuff marks
Wooden floors protected with Bona Mega are easier to
clean when subjected to scuff marks from furniture legs,
boots or heels.

Superior chemical protection
When the Bona Mega surface is exposed to accidental spill
from coffee, wine, or ink, it can be easily cleaned, making the
floor more resilient against permanent chemical damage.

Great scratch resistance
The tough coating of Bona Mega offers a high scratch
resistance from everyday wear.
The good scratch resistence makes Bona Mega suitable also
for commercial areas.

Outstanding in comparison
When Bona Mega’s performance is put to the test against
Alkaline
kitchen cleaner

other major waterborne finishes, the unique formula proves
just why it is the bestseller.
Wine

Coffee

The finishes were evaluated based on 5 criteria: Ease of scuff
mark removal, chemical resistance, scratch resistance, wear
resistance and ease of stain removal after two hours.
As iIllustrated in this diagram, Bona Mega emerges the top
performer leaving the average far behind.
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Passion for Wood Floors
Established in 1919, Bona is a world-leading innovator with a unique
system for wooden floor treatment. Through subsidiaries and
distributors we have local presence in more than 50 different countries
enabling us to be close to our customers and craftsmen.
Our long commitment and passion for wooden floors enable us to
offer lasting, sustainable results that meet all wooden floor needs for
professionals and floor owners alike.

For more information visit bona.com/mega

